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Like a warped mockery of Sigmar’s Tempest, the Skull Cannons of Khorne fill the skies with the echoing thunder of their discharge. 
Each hideous war machine vomits forth a barrage of skulls amid blasts of sulphurous smoke and flame, their macabre ordnance 
screaming through the skies before exploding with murderous fury in the enemy’s midst. 

DESCRIPTION
A unit of Skull Cannons can have any number of 
models. Each is ridden by a pair of Bloodletter crew 
that carry glowing Hellblades, whilst the cannon 
itself swallows victims with its Gnashing Maw 
and launches their Burning Skulls from its great, 
fanged barrel.

ABILITIES
Skull Cannon: When a Skull Cannon shoots a 
Burning Skull, add 1 to the hit roll if the target 
contains 10 or more models. 

Grind their Bones, Seize their Skulls: Enemies 
seized by a Skull Cannon’s jaws are used to power 
the infernal machine, their skulls taken and used 
as fiery munitions. If the Skull Cannon’s Gnashing 
Maw causes any wounds in the combat phase, at 
the end of that phase you can make a Burning Skull 
attack as though it were your shooting phase. 

Decapitating Blow: If the hit roll for a Hellblade 
is 6 or more, that blow inflicts a mortal wound 
instead of its normal damage.

MAGIC
Chaos Wizards know the Summon Skull 
Cannon spell, in addition to any others they know. 

SUMMON SKULL CANNON
Summon Skull Cannon has a casting value of 8. If 
successfully cast, you can set up a Skull Cannon 
within 16" of the caster and more than 9" from any 
enemy models. The unit is added to your army but 
cannot move in the following movement phase. 

MISSILE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Burning Skull 30" 1 3+ 3+ -2 D6
MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Hellblades 1" 2 4+ 3+ -1 1
Gnashing Maw 1" 1 4+ 3+ -1 D3
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